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1. is not old enough 

2. if you could look after  

3. didn’t succeed in saving 

4. been to the cinema for 

5. was not aware 

6. decided to cut down on 

7. never met such an interesting 

8. may have lost 

9. must not have meant 

10. can’t have seen Mark 

11. put up with your being 

12. is likely to take us 

13. is unlikely to want 

14. in order to 

15. have no chance of getting 

16. high time I went to 

17. been able to come up 

18. photocopier was out of order 

19. apologized (for shouting/ for having shouted)  

20. apart from Alessandro 

21. turned down the job despite 

22. wouldn’t have been called 

23. concert was put off for  

24. (‘s been / has been) 15 years since 

25. look up to him 

 

 



 

 

26. needn’t have picked me 

27. as long as you promise 

28. took no notice of him 

29. By the time 

30. not as difficult as 

31. due to the fact that 

32. despite the fact that he 

33. on the point of setting / on the verge of setting  

34. to our surprise, 

35. advised Kathy to give 

36. wishes he had studied 

37. denied having kissed Scott’s 

38. had the chance to learn 

39. makes up for 

40. wish you had come 

41. who that car belonged 

42. rather stay at home tonight 

43. is no point in spending 

44. of his employees having 

45. John carried on working on 

46. took up 

47. run into my friend Adam / bumped into my friend Adam 

48. Hardly anyone/anybody turned 

49. had not run out of 

50. said to have got married 
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